
Footpath 2:  Mousebeare to Long Lane via New Park and Lower Pitt   (0.7 miles) 

Leave the village in the direction of Stoodleigh.   

 Pass the Church and then take the marked footpath on your left at Mousebeare. 

Follow the track, round sharp left-hand and right-hand bends, to the end and then through a gate 

into a field.  You will pass two gates close together on your left, if you look carefully opposite these 

you will see some blockwork which marks the entrance to a quarry (now filled in).  The red volcanic 

stone from here can be seen in the Church and many other buildings around the village. 

Follow the waymarker arrow and go down the edge of the field, through a pedestrian gate attached 

to a field gate, to the bottom left-hand corner. 

Follow the left-hand waymarker through a small gate onto the track and turn left. 

Go over the footbridge, along a muddy part of the track and through a ford and uphill to join the 

lane.  Continue uphill past Barn Court. 

Follow the finger post to turn right through two pillars with cockerels on top, after a short distance 

look for another footpath sign to turn left across a yard and between the end of a building and the 

fence to a stile. 

Cross a small field and through a gate into a steep field.  Go up to the top right-hand corner of this 

field, through a gate and down some steps onto Long Lane by the turning down to Higher Pitt. 

 

Footpath 2:  Long Lane to Mousebeare via Lower Pitt and New Park   (0.7 miles) 

Go up Long Lane from Tiverton towards Loxbeare keeping Pound House on your left, pass the turning 

to Lower Pitt on your right and continue until you see a finger post and some steps on your right just 

before the turning down to Higher Pitt. 

Go through the gate at the top of the steps into the field and, veering slightly to your right, go down 

the hill to a small gate in the fence. 

Go through the gate, and still veering slightly to the right, cross a small field and across a stile. 

Pass between the end of a building and the fence then across the yard to Lower Pitt Lane and then 

turn right. 

Go between the pillars and cockerels and turn left. 

Follow the lane downhill, bearing right onto a track by the entrance to New Park, across a ford, a 

muddy stretch and then a footbridge. Carry on looking for a waymarker and gate on your right. 

Go through this gate and up the side of the field, through a pedestrian gate attached to a field gate 

to a gate onto a track at the top right-hand corner of the field. 

Follow the track all the way to the road at Mousebeare.  You will pass two gates close together on 

your right, if you look carefully opposite these you will see some blockwork which marks the entrance 

to a quarry (now filled in).  The red volcanic stone from here can be seen in the Church and many 

other buildings around the village. 

Turn right at Mousebeare into Washfield. 


